OFFICE ORDER

In compliance to the Notification No GSR 45(E) dated 19.1.2018 issued by the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Government of India relating to sale and use of pet coke in NCR states, the lime kiln industries in the state, names of which have been included in the above mentioned notification are permitted to use pet coke as a fuel in accordance with the provisions of the said notification.

(F. (Tech) RSPCB/CPM/Gen-7/1916-1955)

Date 2-2-2018

Copy to the following for information & necessary action:

1. DS to Chief Secretary, Government of Rajasthan, Jaipur
2. PS to Principal Secretary, Department of Environment, Government of Rajasthan, Jaipur
3. PS to Chairperson, RSPCB, Jaipur
4. The Regional Officer, Rajasthan State Pollution Control Board, Alwar, Balotra, Bhilwara, Bharatpur, Bikaner, Chittorgarh, Jaipur(S)/(N) Jodhpur, Kishangarh, Kota, Pali, Sikar, Bhiwadi and Udaipur.
5. CEE/CSO, RSPCB, Jaipur.
7. EE(IT) to upload the office order on the State Board’s website

Member Secretary